SUPREME CHAMPION SYNOPSIS
Mixed martial arts world champion and decorated war hero Troy Jennings is
approached by his former girlfriend Jenny to help her escape from the clutches of
billionaire Lucien Gallows. Gallows literally “owns” Jenny due to her huge
gambling debts that she has amassed at his casinos. Gallows was once a
formidable fighter himself and is ruthless – he shows no mercy by keeping Jenny
hostage to her debts.
Troy offers to satisfy Jenny’s obligations but Lucien has something else in mind.
Unbeknownst to Troy, Lucien has encouraged Jenny’s habit in order to lure Troy
into his trap. His purpose is to satisfy his final lurid fantasy of dueling with the
world champion. Troy is seduced into captivity when he agrees to fight in a series
of death matches in Lucien’s underground personal arena to save Jenny.
The life or death clock starts ticking when Troy accepts Lucien’s terms. It is then
that Troy must use all of his combat knowledge, physical skills, mental acumen
and inner strength to keep himself and Jenny alive until they can find a way out of
Lucien’s deadly grasp and survive his well orchestrated deviant plan. Troy is
assisted by the beautiful Kaya – a mysterious and tragic pawn to Lucien’s whims
and wishes. In a stunning climax filled with twists and turns, Kaya joins Troy and
Jenny in their escape. Cunningly they must navigate Lucien’s “maze of death” and
even with Troy’s formidable battle experience, the odds are against him and his
beautiful companions. Lucien has never been beaten – in or out of the ring. It will
indeed command all of Troy Jennings’ considerable combat savvy for him to
emerge at last as the Supreme Champion.
SUPREME CHAMPION is a fun, sexy, stylized and fast paced fight action thriller
about honor and courage featuring eight world class mixed martial arts
champions.
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